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1. Background 

1.1 The design principles provided by Ofgem set out a number of considerations for the DWG in their 

development of the TOMs. These principles help establish a baseline from which the DWG is working in the 

design of the TOMs.  However, they do not explicitly state elements of the TOMs that are not key 

considerations or elements of the current Settlement design that can be designed out. 

1.2 This paper sets out a number of subsidiary objectives for ‘agreement in principle’ by the DWG to help the 

group develop further the TOM design. 

2. What are we proposing? 

2.1 At the first two DWG meetings a number of subsidiary objectives/principles have been identified and 

discussed. Therefore, we are proposing that the DWG consider and agree in principle that the market-wide 

Half-Hourly Settlement (HHS) TOMs will: 

1. be optimised for the longer term ‘target state’, i.e. where the majority of meters will be either Smart or 

Advanced meters. Any meter not either of these should be managed as part of the transitional 

arrangements. This is to ensure that the need to cater for legacy metering systems does not become a 

central requirement for the TOM; 

2. as a consequence of principle 1, only consider as transitional states (and not the final TOM option) any 

designs that use the existing Elective HH and Non Half Hourly (NHH) settlement arrangements; 

3. cover HH meter data for Settlement purposes only. While non-settlement activities (such as billing) are 

out of scope, the design will aim not to be actively detrimental to these; 

4. aim to design out elements of the existing Non-Half Hourly (NHH) profiling process such as the use of 

Annualised Advances (AAs) and EACs (EACs) in aggregation. See section 3 for rationale; 

5. aim to handle customers who ‘opt in and out’ of allowing access to HH meter data as seamlessly as 

possible, so as not to undermine the intent and benefits of the Ofgem faster switching programme. This 

may require developing TOM options across both ‘Smart SP’ and ‘Smart RR’ market segments; 

6. not consider technology or architecture factors at this stage, although it will aim not to unnecessarily 

proliferate instances of identical data or require prohibitive transfers between participants. The TOM 

should where possible seek to rely on ‘one version of the truth’ and minimise unnecessary handoffs; and 
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7. consider any new Unmetered Supplies arrangements only once a framework is in place for the metered 

segments of the market so as not to constrain the possibilities for the TOM design. This is because the 

UMS arrangements allow for a degree of flexibility in service groupings, and the DWG will have to 

consider the integration of other bespoke services to produce HH-derived data where there is no meter. 

2.2 Of the above proposals one of the key elements of the existing NHH profiling process is the use of 

Annualised Advances (AAs) and EACs (EACs) in aggregation. This proposal is discussed further below. 

3. AAs and EACs: what is the issue? 

3.1 The Target Operating Models (TOMs) will need to take account of Metering Systems where Settlement Period 

readings cannot be obtained from the Meter. The current arrangements for such Metering Systems use AAs 

(and EACs), together with load profiles, to produce ‘HH-derived’ data for Settlement. The AAs and EACs are 

then aggregated by a Non Half-Hourly Data Aggregator (NHHDA) and passed to central Settlement systems 

for processing into HH values. If these processes are retained it could constrain the Target Operating Model 

(TOM) design since each TOM would have to accommodate NHH data aggregation. This paper proposes an 

agreement in principle from the DWG to design out the aggregation of EACs and AAs such that a central 

system conversion to ‘HH-derived’ values is no longer required. 

3.2 In making the agreement in principle discussion around aggregation of data for Market-wide HHS can focus 

on the aggregation of Settlement Period data, albeit HH-derived data produced from register reads or 

Settlement Period data obtained from the Meter. 

4. What are the Options? 

4.1 Register read data could be converted directly into Settlement Period level data by a data processing service. 

In order to do this the data processor could use Settlement Period consumption data from Metering Systems 

that it has access to in order to derive Settlement Period data for Metering Systems where RR data can be 

obtained. Alternatively, and independent ‘Load-Shaping Service’ could provide the data required to derive 

Settlement Period data using Settlement Period data from Metering Systems across the market where such 

data is available.  

4.2 The approaches above could still use a similar process to AAs and EACs in derivation of Settlement Period 

data but the output would be at Metering System level and the AAs and EACs would not be used outside the 

process. This approach would allow data for all Metering Systems to be on a Settlement Period basis prior to 

aggregation. 

5. Why are we asking for Agreement in Principle? 

5.1 There are efficiencies in data aggregation process from having data on a common Settlement Period level 

across the Market. Additionally, the existing NHH processes are likely to result in very volatile AAs with 

shorter read periods. This issue was identified by the Profiling and Settlement Review Group (PSRG). The  

modelling of a typical domestic customer using around 3,000 kWh per on a daily red cycle could have 

calculated AAs of greater than 10,000 kWh on some days of the year as can be seen in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Effect of daily readings on AAs and EACs 

5.2 While in the short term daily readings might be unlikely the DWG are designing the TOMs for the end state. 

Volatile AAs are not necessarily an issue for Settlement as the correct daily volume would still be settled. 

However, this would cause issues for forecasters and businesses trying to understand customer behaviour. 

5.3 In order to rule out some options in the TOM development work we need the DWG to agree if some NHH 

processes are removed in the end-state TOM. As such, we propose that we reach an agreement in principle 

to design out Annualised Advances and EACs1 for Metering Systems with RRs. 

6. Recommendations 

6.1 We invite you to AGREE that the market-wide Half-Hourly Settlement (MHHS) TOMs will: 

a) be optimised for the longer term ‘target state’ where the majority of meters will be Smart or Advanced 

meters. Any meter not either of these should be managed as part of the transitional arrangements; 

b) only consider as transitional states (and not the final TOM option) any designs that use the existing 

Elective HH and Non Half Hourly (NHH) settlement arrangements; 

c) cover HH meter data for Settlement purposes only. While non-settlement activities (such as billing) are 

out of scope, the design will aim not to be actively detrimental to these; 

d) aim to design out elements of the existing Non-Half Hourly (NHH) profiling process such as the use of 

Annualised Advances (AAs) and EACs (EACs) in aggregation.; 

e) aim to handle customers who ‘opt in and out’ of allowing access to HH meter data as seamlessly as 

possible, so as not to undermine the intent and benefits of the Ofgem faster switching programme; 

f) not consider technology or architecture factors at this stage, although it will aim not to unnecessarily 

proliferate instances of identical data or require prohibitive transfers between participants; and 

g) consider any new Unmetered Supplies arrangements only once a framework is in place for the metered 

segments of the market so as not to constrain the possibilities for the TOM design.  

                                                

 

1 EACs may still be required for other processes such as defaulting and unmetered supplies 
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For more information, please contact: 

Kevin Spencer, Market Architect 

Kevin.Spencer@elexon.co.uk 

020 7380 4115 


